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OU-AFP: Goals

1. The OU-AFP aims at training global professionals through the 
development of students’ language skills and cultural awareness.

2. The Program objectives are aligned with ACTFL proficiency guidelines. 
Students are expected to achieve ACTFL AL in two skills (Speaking and one 
other skill) and no less than IH in the other two skills by the end of the 7th 
semester of study.

3. The Program adopts an approach to L2 education that mimics L1 
acquisition (the Integrated Approach). 

4. Students are required to attend at least 3 hours of weekly extra-curricular 
activities.

The University of Oklahoma Arabic Flagship Program



Educational Technology

• CANVAS: The University’s LMS: access to course syllabus, course materials, 
assignments, students’ progress (gradebook), and teacher-student-student 
interaction and collaboration. 

• Rosetta Stone: an opportunity to practice MSA (all skills) early in the 
program.

• BLC Library of Foreign Language Film Clips project: short movie clips to serve 
specific learning goals.

• Padlet: a virtual wall that allows students and teachers to share materials.

• Anki: vocabulary learning tool through the use of digital flashcards

The University of Oklahoma Arabic Flagship Program



Does it help?
• Customized learning: students learn at their own pace. For example, Padlet 

gives students an opportunity to share their ideas in a more relaxed 
environment; Anki is very user-friendly; Rosetta Stone introduces students 
to MSA early on.

• Independence: students can experiment with the language on their own.

• Authentic materials: The Film Clip project exposes students to Arabic in its 
natural setting. Gives an opportunity for recycling (task-based learning).

• Promoting Cultural proficiency: Padlet is heavily used by students and 
tutors to exchange pictures and videos from the Arab world.

• Extending learning beyond classroom: all of these tools are available for 
students to use them outside their class time, thus increasing time on task.

The University of Oklahoma Arabic Flagship Program



Adaptability

• Rosetta Stone is available for a minimal fee.

• The BLC project requires collaboration with the Project Director at Berkeley 
University. It is free.

• All other apps and programs are open access.

• All of these programs are user-friendly.

• The only requirement can be fitting these tools within the Program’s overall 
mission.

The University of Oklahoma Arabic Flagship Program





Optimizing Learning Using a Blended Approach
Der-lin Chao, Director

Bing-Ying Hu, Instructor
Cyrus Lalkaka, Student
Oliver Fisher, Student

Language Flagship Tech Center Workshop
Chinese Flagship, Hunter College
March 9 - 10, 2017
San Francisco



Successful Language Programs (before-internet)

• One-on-one instruction 
• Small group sessions (5-8 students)
• Increasing course instructional hours
• Obtaining authentic learning experience by immersing students 

in the language and culture environment through language 
pledge or study abroad, etc.

    



Internet technology enables us to

• Make one-on-one online instruction 
• Increase instructional hours
• Offer authentic learning experiences

As a result,
Quality instruction is accessible and much more affordable than 
before.



Instructor’s point of view

Challenges
• Limited instructional time 
• Lack of differentiated/individualized instruction
• Tutoring session scheduling difficulty 
• Quality control of the tutoring session

Solution
• 1-1 online instruction



Technology needed

• Any online platform that allows synchronous audio or video 
interaction

• Additional preferred features include:
-  interactive whiteboard
- file sharing/screen sharing
- text chat box  

  





Student’s point of view

• Classroom and one-on-one time is limited

• Need asynchronous online learning materials

• Challenges as an advanced level learner





A “Flipped Course” through Blackboard 

Henrietta Yang (Co-Director)
Rongrong Hao (Instructor)

Nate Flake (Program Manager)
Brendan Ryant (Flagship Student)



Pedagogical goals

• Increase contact hours 

• Provide diversified interaction 

• Provide timely feedback 

• Foster a student-initiated environment outside the classroom



Increase
contact 
hours Oral test

Video

Chinese song



Provide diversified interaction 







Provide 

timely feedback 



Student-initiated Environment 





Online Communication Platform 
https://www.zhihu.com/people/hrhrlan/following

follower

answer

https://www.zhihu.com/people/hrhrlan/following
https://www.zhihu.com/people/hrhrlan/following


Benefit 

• Cost effective 

• Facilitate the communication between teaching team

• Foster a student-initiated environment outside the classroom



THANK YOU!





LINGUAFOLIO &                   
EDPUZZLE

Dr. Ching-Hsuan Wu

Mr. Lizeng Huang

Mr. Jared Long

Extending Your Own Best Practices Across Other Flagship Languages and Programs 



LINGUAFOLIO 

What are our 
NEEDS and end 

GOALS?

• Qualitative assessment tool
• On-going, long-run portfolio
• Student self-initiative
• Independence 
• Cross class boundaries 

• Listening comprehension
• Authentic materials
• Cultural knowledge
• Educational and fun
• Easy access

EDPUZZLE



LINGUAFOLIO 
• Qualitative assessment tool
• On-going, long-run portfolio
• Student self-initiative
• Independence 
• Cross class boundaries 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B8TZH8UVpj0QZnlzeHpoOWo5TTg/preview


• Listening comprehension
• Authentic materials
• Cultural knowledge
• Educational and fun
• Easy access

EDPUZZLE

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B8TZH8UVpj0QX3U3cUdvMG1ZS0U/preview


LINGUAFOLIO &                   
EDPUZZLE

Extending Your Own Best Practices Across Other Flagship Languages and Programs 

Thank you!





Edpuzzle & Kaizena for 
Pre-capstone Students

Madeline K. Spring (mkspring@hawaii.edu)
Kai Liu (kailiu@hawaii.edu)
Edwin Wong (ewong69@hawaii.edu)

           Chinese Language Flagship Program  
                University of Hawai’i-Mānoa

    March 9-10, 2017   San Francisco

mailto:mkspring@hawaii.edu
mailto:kailiu@hawaii.edu
mailto:ewong69@hawaii.edu


OUR CONTEXT
Language: Chinese (but can be used in any language)

Proficiency level: Currently being used for students at 
Intermediate-high to Advanced (but not limited to students 
at these levels)

Targeted skills: listening, speaking, and writing



OUR GOALS
To address challenges pre-Capstone Flagship students 
face as they move from Intermediate High level (IH) 
to Advanced levels.

● Improve listening strategies

● Direct focus on speaking

● Strengthen writing



HELPING US ACHIEVE OUR GOALS

Edpuzzle                                 Kaizena



TECH TOOL #1 :  



Listening: 

•Draws students’ attention to key detail

•Assesses students’ overall comprehension

•Teachers can track students’ progress

Speaking: 

•Students add voiceover to videos (practice narrating & summarizing)

•Students add audio annotation for self-evaluation

Writing:  

  Students use this as a pre-writing, scaffolding tool



Writing: 

● Multiple feedback options for teachers: oral and written 

feedback, lessons as feedback, and ratings of skills

● Students can also self-assess their writings before submission

➢  Color-coding (highlighting) formal expressions in essays

➢  Adding oral/written comments

➢  Rating skills (e.g., grammar, organization)

TECH TOOL #2:  



TECH TOOL #2:  



STUDENT PERSPECTIVE  

STRENGTHS OF TECH TOOLS

•Immediate feedback 

•Easily accessible



EXTENDING OUR PRACTICE
● Both tools are free and compatible with Windows and 

iOS 

● All tools and practices can be adopted by all languages

● Both tools can be used at different levels

● Tutorials are available online

● Flagship teachers and students can develop activities 

and share them across Chinese Flagships



THANK YOU!  谢谢！

• Madeline K. Spring (mkspring@hawaii.edu)

• Kai Liu (kailiu@hawaii.edu)

• Edwin Wong (ewong69@hawaii.edu)

mailto:mkspring@hawaii.edu
mailto:kailiu@hawaii.edu
mailto:ewong69@hawaii.edu




Increasing Learner Autonomy through 
Technology-Enabled Activities
Extending Your Own Best Practices Across Other Flagship 
Languages and Programs

Peijie Mao
Yizhe Huang

Tyler Avret

 San Francisco, March 9-10, 2017



Make a shift of language learning from 
teachers to students 

– Students of different learning styles are exposed to 
learning resources and authentic materials, and 
become involved in deciding what and how to learn 

– The role of teachers thereby evolves into one of 
scaffolding and facilitating task completion, and 
providing necessary individualized feedback

49

Fostering learner autonomy



50

Pedagogical goal

Enable students to take more control over 
their learning processes, both inside and 
outside the classroom



51

Advanced Chinese class 

Proficiency goal | Advanced speaking (ACTFL) 

Online tools | AdobeSpark, VoiceThread
– facilitate students presenting projects outside of 

the classroom

– encourage peer support and cooperation



https://voicethread.com/
https://voicethread.com/myvoice/thread/8300307

https://spark.adobe.com
https://spark.adobe.com/video/lBKuFAhPSLHda

52

https://voicethread.com/
https://voicethread.com/
https://voicethread.com/
https://spark.adobe.com/video/lBKuFAhPSLHda
https://spark.adobe.com/video/lBKuFAhPSLHda
https://spark.adobe.com/video/lBKuFAhPSLHda
https://spark.adobe.com/video/lBKuFAhPSLHda
https://spark.adobe.com/video/lBKuFAhPSLHda
https://spark.adobe.com/video/lBKuFAhPSLHda
https://spark.adobe.com/video/lBKuFAhPSLHda
https://spark.adobe.com/video/lBKuFAhPSLHda
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Beginning Chinese class 

Proficiency goal | NH-IM speaking (ACTFL) 

Online tools | Edpuzzle, Kahoot, GoAnimate
– lesson planning

– designing contextualized communicative task

– assessment

https://edpuzzle.com/media/575f22a575a230b90c542511
https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/62f82f9a-0f83-49cf-a29e-844bd3a8980c
https://goanimate.com/videos/0k4hBiQWREB0?utm_source=linkshare&utm_medium=linkshare&utm_campaign=usercontent


Skills | Speaking and listening  
FluentU

– integrate language and culture
– enhance learners’ self-assessment and motivation 

WeChat, Skype
– promote a collaborative learning environment
– support students’ cognitive and cultural development 

54

Flagship one-on-one tutoring 



– Listening comprehension 

– Variety of material

– Authentic 

55

FluentU



– Vocabulary based

– Wide range of topics

– Repetitive style for long term memorization

– Free

56

Memrise





Maximizing L2 Learning Efficiency 
in a Flipped Chinese Class

INDIANA UNIVERSITY BLOOMINGTON

Yea-fen Chen   Director of the Chinese Flagship Program 
Xiaojing Kou     Coordinator of the Center for Language Technology
Yingling Bao     Chinese lecturer



INDIANA UNIVERSITY BLOOMINGTON

Context
Language: Chinese

Proficiency Level: 4th year/advanced level

Targeted Skill(s): Speaking, writing

Class size: 5-15 students, Flagship & non-Flagship, heritage & non-heritage

Set-up: 50 minutes each class, meet 3 times a week



INDIANA UNIVERSITY BLOOMINGTON

Pedagogical goals
1. Facilitate/scaffold the acquisition of language

2. Develop a deeper understanding of the content

3. Cultivate independent learner and maximize learner efficacy



Technology

• Instructional challenge: how to balance 
between language and content. 

• Solution: Flipped classroom

• Technology: Camtasia (screen capture 
tool)

• pre-record video explanations of factual knowledge 

• provide embedded quizzes



INDIANA UNIVERSITY BLOOMINGTON

Structure of the course
Before class In class After class

session 
1-3

1. watch videos on vocabulary 
and grammar

2. complete the preview sheet

1. instructor explains the 
confusing points
2. students retell the text & 
discuss about the topics

1. students continue to 
complete the preview sheet 

session 4
1. prepare for supplementary 
materials and the guided 
questions 

1. students discuss about the 
topics in-depth

1. complete the recording 
assignment

session 5 1. watch videos on writing 1. hands-on practices and 
discussions with peers 

1. write essay draft 
2. complete the review 
exercises 

session 6 1. prepare for the oral 
presentation

1. oral presentations followed by 
Q&A

1. revise the essay and post it 
online
2. comment on classmates’ 
essays



Meeting our goals

1. The videos enable students of different proficiency levels to learn at their 
own pace prior to class, thus improving their learner efficacy. 

2. The embedded quizzes can actively engage students in learning, help 
them self-check their preparation for the class, and enable teachers to 
provide just-in-time-teaching (JiTT) in class. 

3. In-class time is freed up for applying the language to discuss topics 
in-depth so that students can acquire both language and content 
knowledge. 



INDIANA UNIVERSITY BLOOMINGTON

Student feedback
1. providing adequate support for self-paced learning

2. enabling students to be more engaged in discussions both in and outside 
class

3. offering instruction and training on writing skills and presentational skills 

“The video recording are so incredibly helpful. Access to key 
grammar points and having them explained so thoroughly is 
great.”
“It helps us to voice our opinions about certain topics and benefits 
our critical thinking skills in Chinese.”

“(videos on writing are) definitely helpful, many good tips on how to 
structure our paragraph, and build support for our arguments.”

‘I think they are very helpful, because I can go back and watch 
them. I did that quite often when working on the review sheet of 
writing an essay. ’ 

‘The oral presentations, for me, are nerve wracking, but because 
we have one every two weeks, it has helped me to get over my 
fear of speaking in front of people, and also helped my Chinese 
presentation skills to improve.’ 



INDIANA UNIVERSITY BLOOMINGTON

Extending Our Practice
1. Instructors can collaborate with content course professors to create 

teaching materials and bring their expertise into classroom. 

2. Students can make their own learning videos and share them with 
classmates, thus creating a community of language learners. 

3. Other audio and video technologies, such as audio and video podcasts and 
VoiceThread can be used to enrich this practice. 



Thank you!
Contact

yeafen@indiana.edu

xkou@indiana.edu

yingbao@indiana.edu

mailto:yingbao@indiana.edu
mailto:yingbao@indiana.edu
mailto:yingbao@indiana.edu
mailto:yingbao@indiana.edu
mailto:yingbao@indiana.edu
mailto:yingbao@indiana.edu




                   
                   
                    
                   INDIANA UNIVERSITY
                       SCHOOL OF GLOBAL AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
                       DEPARTMENT OF NEAR EASTERN LANGUAGES AND 
CULTURES

Video Conferencing and Recording Tools 
in the Arabic Flagship Classroom             

Dr. Salman Alani, Director of Arabic flagship. Indiana 
University 
Dr. Iman Alramadan, lecturer of Arabic, Indiana 
University
Emily Reeg, student, NELC, Arabic Flagship, Indiana 
University 



                      

• Free app. 

• Levels: lower, intermediate, advanced.

• Goal: motivation, engaging, self confidence and 
critical thinking.

• Skill : speaking 

screen capture and recording 
software 



                     PRACTICE: 

• Reading and reciting 

• Arabic Poetry Night

• Learning 

• Singing Arabic songs



                      IN A LANGUAGE                    
   CLASSROOM

 1- Reading:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0-MB2kNzdQ&
t=12s

  2- Reciting the Poetry:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9udgzJ4YPHE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0-MB2kNzdQ&t=12s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0-MB2kNzdQ&t=12s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0-MB2kNzdQ&t=12s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9udgzJ4YPHE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9udgzJ4YPHE


 3- Singing Arabic songs:
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2oAi0aRidc

 4- enriching new vocabulary:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BKcerQJhgQ
&t=72s

 5- Activation of the new vocabulary: Recording the 
weather forecast:

 Add video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2oAi0aRidc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BKcerQJhgQ&t=72s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BKcerQJhgQ&t=72s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BKcerQJhgQ&t=72s


•Free

• Students for all levels

• Goal: Motivation, engaging, practicing the language 

outside of the classroom and collaboration with 

other classmates.

• Skill: Speaking 

2- video conferencing 



                                  IN THE LANGUAGE 
CLASSROOM

• Review sessions

• Panel discussion between students and their peers from 

another program.

• Collaboration on a classroom project.

• preparing for cultural activities such as the Arabic 

Talent Show



  2- 

• Practice Arabic with native speakers 

• Take part in authentic culturally rich 

interactions. 

• Using this tool has helped enhance my students’ 

speaking and listening skills

•  Lead to gains in their intercultural 

communication competence.
 



        LIVE FROM THE ARAB 
WORLD

1-  Live from Lebanon: 

• Syrian refugees, South Lebanon

• South Lebanon live from Alhamra Street in Beirut 

•( going to a restaurant, reading the street signs)



VIDEO CONFERENCING AND SCREEN  
RECORDING  IN  LANGUAGE FLAGSHIPS 
PROGRAMS

• Create an enhanced blended language learning 
experience for our students. They can be used at 
different levels of proficiency, in small and large 
classes, and in and out of class. 

• Increase students’ level of motivation and lead to 
gains in speaking and listening skills and overall 
language proficiency



LANGUAGE FLAGSHIP TECHNOLOGY: 
A STUDENT’S PERSPECTIVE

Accessibility:
• More tutoring 

opportunities because 
additional office hours can 
be held online

• Extra practice for dictation 
and sentence structure

Culture:
• Video conferences let us 

speak with people from 
Middle Eastern countries

• First-hand look at life 
overseas 

• Gives students the ability to 
ask students abroad 
questions (about the 
curriculum, adjusting to a 
different culture, etc)

Academics:
• Motivates students to be 

creative in how they use the 
language by helping to 
engineer projects that 
incorporate multiple levels 
of language learning

• Helps students in different 
classes connect and 
practice the language 
together





Online Intercultural Exchanges
“Russian Flagship Online Café”

Anna Alsufieva
William Comer
Chase Reigel

March 9, 2017



Background

• Cultura project developed by Gilberte Furstenberg, Sabine Levet and Shoggy Waryn. 
• Pedagogical Goal: Russian Flagship Programs at BMC, PSU, UCLA, and UWM 

adopted model where the online interaction should develop both the linguistic and 
cultural awareness of students who were preparing to spend the following academic 
year at the Russian Overseas Flagship Center

• Fall 2014--  PSU continues exchanges in selected Flagship courses. 



Organization
• Pedagogical Goals

– encourage students to learn more about other culture and explore cultural 
assumptions, which we hope would increase understanding and appreciation of 
other culture;  

– elicit narration, description, and argumentation (Advanced and Superior language 
skills). 

• Topics formulated for discussion: 
– What reforms or changes in the education system would you like to see?



Technology: Piazza



Who uses the technology? 

Participants: 

• PSU  – American students
– advanced-low/mid level of  proficiency (Fall 2014, “Russian in the Major” 

course);
• LUNN –  Russian students 

– specializing in French or German 
– English as a second foreign language 
– Department of Translation and Interpretation 
– Advanced command of English



When the technology?
Timing  

– Week 1, Monday: instructor posts topic
– Week 1, Friday: participants post replays
– Week 2: 

• read and react to recent posts 
• prepare an oral summary 

– Might include comments in regard to usage of English by Russian students 



Piazza

• Asynchronous threaded discussion

• Discussions accessible to all participants

• Allows sharable pictures and links

• Well formatted archive



Students’ final comments





Using Facebook Group to Facilitate 
Language Production and Interaction

Chinese Flagship Program at San Francisco State University
 

Director: Charles Egan (chega@sfsu.edu) 
Instructor: Yang Xiao-Desai (yangxiao@sfsu.edu) 

Student: Josh Ortiz (jlortiz1997@gmail.com) 



To enhance language socialization and learning engagement

The 
Goal

Facebook Group

The 
Tool

Language production and interaction

The 
Data

Cross-program Group

The 
Extension



2

Learning Chinese at SFSU

539 posts

2162 reactions

63 active members

1011 comments

12.54 activity

7.76 engagement

Group Stats

______

From 2016-01-28 to 2016-11-18



3

Learning Chinese at SFSU

Language Production and 
Interaction 

(Posts and Comments)



4

Learning Chinese at SFSU

Top Posts
____ 

Title Engagement Url

我喜歡狗狗 38 https://www.facebook.com/198576653828665/posts/207
192539633743

今天是我的生日。妈妈bring我去吃buffet! 35 https://www.facebook.com/198576653828665/posts/214
392832247047

我没有吃早饭. 34 https://www.facebook.com/198576653828665/posts/207
170772969253

今天是我爸爸的生日，所以我做晚飯。他喜歡菲律賓菜
所以我做菲律賓菜。這是菲律賓的spaghetti，lumpia，還
米飯。...

32 https://www.facebook.com/198576653828665/posts/218
022451884085

你好！ 我叫李垠松。我在 SFState 學 教育。 新年好~ 29 https://www.facebook.com/198576653828665/posts/207
192742967056

From 2016-01-28 to 2016-11-18



5

Learning Chinese at SFSU

Top 5 reacted posts
____ 

Title Reactions Url

我手...✍� 18 https://www.facebook.com/198576653828665/posts/208
112976208366

Spring Break, 你快點來了！ 17 https://www.facebook.com/198576653828665/posts/218
849421801388

今天是我爸爸的生日，所以我做晚飯。他喜歡菲律賓菜
所以我做菲律賓菜。這是菲律賓的spaghetti，lumpia，還
米飯。...

16 https://www.facebook.com/198576653828665/posts/218
022451884085

我喜歡狗狗 14 https://www.facebook.com/198576653828665/posts/207
192539633743

“拍照！”
我很開心我的小組执行了小品!

13 https://www.facebook.com/198576653828665/posts/230
951957257801

From 2016-01-28 to 2016-11-18
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Learning Chinese at SFSU

Posts



7

Learning Chinese at SFSU

Post types

____ 

From 2016-01-28 to 2016-11-18



6

Learning Chinese at SFSU

Group Interactions

____ 

From 2016-01-28 to 2016-11-18
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Learning Chinese at SFSU

97.59 %

of posts reacted or commented

___

96.47 %

of posts reacted

___

64.75 %

of posts commented

Post Engagement

____ 

From 2016-01-28 to 2016-11-18
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Learning Chinese at SFSU

Comments



13

Learning Chinese at SFSU

Top Comments
____ 

Comment Likes Author Post

google 4 Frank Maestas 那個電影JUNGLEBOOK好看。

太可爱了 3 Shippo HuiRu 這個很可愛！

还好! 3 Kyungmin Lee 你們星期五考試好嗎？

我想睡覺。 3 Adam Warner 這個週末你們想做什麼？

我想睡觉 3 Farica Yang 這個 Spring Break 你們想做什麼？

From 2016-01-28 to 2016-11-18
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Learning Chinese at SFSU

537 

comment likes
___

0.53 

average likes per comment
___

1.88

average comments per post
___

0.43

average number of words
___

Comments 
Engagement
____ 

From 2016-01-28 to 2016-11-18



18

Learning Engagement



18



https://fame.grytics.com/960976959abf8385580b4bac5fbfd7cc-1488875856.html
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Learning Chinese at SFSU

Top Engaged Members
____ 

627 Yang Xiao-Desai

516 Camilio Feliciano

241 Stephen Fletes

224 Shippo HuiRu

210 Kyungmin Lee

206 Amy Huang

193 Farica Yang

187 Winnie TheWho

113 Evelyn Shum

110 Paul Ontario

99 Kelsey Johe

88 Kaitlin Dinh

From 2016-01-28 to 2016-11-18
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Learning Chinese at SFSU

Top Publishers
____ 

43 Stephen Fletes

39 Camilio Feliciano

36 Paul Ontario

22 Amy Huang

22 Kyungmin Lee

22 Farica Yang

21 Shippo HuiRu

19 Camille Gerolimatos

18 Winnie TheWho

16 Yang Xiao-Desai

16 Frank Maestas

16 April Phung

From 2016-01-28 to 2016-11-18
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Learning Chinese at SFSU

Top Commenters
____ 

186 Camilio Feliciano

173 Yang Xiao-Desai

53 Amy Huang

50 Shippo HuiRu

43 Stephen Fletes

40 Winnie TheWho

38 Kyungmin Lee

37 Dengyao Xu

36 林捷徑

29 Kaitlin Dinh

26 Paul Ontario

25 Farica Yang

From 2016-01-28 to 2016-11-18
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Learning Chinese at SFSU

Top Influencers
____ 

313 Camilio Feliciano

290 Paul Ontario

282 Stephen Fletes

174 Winnie TheWho

173 Kyungmin Lee

163 Shippo HuiRu

162 Kaitlin Dinh

162 Farica Yang

148 Amy Huang

142 Kris Zhou

104 Frank Maestas

88 Judy Wu

From 2016-01-28 to 2016-11-18





Using wechat and other mobile APPs in Chinese Flagship 
Immersion Program at University of Rhode Island

Hu, Xiaoyan Lecturer
Yang, Qingyu Lecturer

Hadfield, Em 



New Model of Blended Learning at URI

• Informational Technology serves the teaching goal, and strengthens it.
• Synchronous and Asynchronous  computer mediated communication
• -Synchronous (Kahoot; Socrative;Padlet;…… )
• -Asynchronous (Movie Maker; Facebook; Voice memo; pleco; quizlet;…….)
• -Both Synchronous and Asynchronous (Sakai; Wechat; Google Drive; Educanon; Online video clip; 

Ted-ed; )
• Face to face teaching (Proficiency oriented teaching)
• Clear bench mark for each level
• Performance assessment



Wechat

• a mobile-assisted Chinese language learning approach that 
emphasizes contextualized learner content creation and meaning 
making with their daily encounters

• free, cross-platform, and instant messaging APP
• developed by Tencent, China
• first released in January 2011
• one of the largest standalone messaging apps by active users

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-platform
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instant_messaging
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tencent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/China
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monthly_active_users


The ACTFL Performance Descriptors

The ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines 2012

Computer mediated communication (CMC)





• Interpersonal - Intermediate - Can understand, ask and answer a 
variety of questions. 

• Interpretive - Novice Understand words, phrases and formulaic 
language；simple, highly predictable oral or written texts. 

• Presentational - connected sentences to a full paragraph

Synchronous



Asynchronous

• Feedback and error correction 



• Culture & Community 
• Less pressure 
• Save more time
• Meaningful output 
• Combination of different skills 
• Language usage beyond class
• Enhance students’ self-regulation and motivation

Benefit of introducing Wechat



Scaleability





Dr. Sonia Shiri & Mohamed Ansary
soniashiri@email.arizona.edu    mansary@email.arizona.edu 

 
School of Middle Eastern & North African Studies

 University of Arizona

Extending Your Own Best Practices Across Other Flagship Languages and Programs

mailto:soniashiri@email.arizona.edu
mailto:mansary@email.arizona.edu
mailto:soniashiri@email.arizona.edu




 Socrative is a student response system that empowers teachers to engage their
 classrooms through a series of educational exercises via smartphones, laptops, 
 and tablets. (www.socrative.com)

Socrative is a student response formative assessment system (SRFAS)  that can be used 
for engagement, collaboration, effectiveness and increasing students’ Digital Literacy.  
 www.mohamedansary.com 

http://www.socrative.com
http://www.mohamedansary.com


     
• Explore effectiveness of the use of a technology-based tool called “Socrative” in and out of the classroom in 

tracing the formative assessment of students.
• Overview of the functions of “Socrative” & how it can increase the students’ engagement, collaboration and 

digital literacy.









Writing homework for 407 students = 7th semester = 4th year
Working on the paragraph level. Using cohesive devices.



Socrative for the Final Review 





Why Socrative rather than any other tech tool? 
Benefits / Pedagogical Implications 

1-Providing immediate feedback 
2-Taking attendance 
3-Increasing the students’ digital literacy (i.e. using the Arabic keyboard)
4-Transforming the students’ homework from the traditional way to an interactive way.
5-Saving all quizzes and tasks for future use
6-Self paced learning
7- Increasing students’ autonomy
8-Visualizing students’ understanding 
9- Creating supportive classroom environment
10- Types of learning: Writing - Reading - Listening 





Blended Learning—A Practical Approach 
to Differentiated Instruction

Director:      Ling Wang
Instructor:    Yao Tu 
Student:      Jade Arrowsmith 

University of Minnesota



Chinese Language Program 



Goals
• Flagship goals
• Global professionals 
• Train undergraduates: in liberal arts in 

science technology and other fields 
reach “Superior” level of a critical 
foreign language

• First Level Course: Novice high 
• Meet course objective: 
• Novice-High for: listening  reading  

writing 
• Intermediate-Low in speaking if 

possible 



Approaches :
All Teachers and All Students 

M T W TR F

Lecture

Teacher 1

Discussion 

Teacher 3

Lecture 

Teacher 1

Discussion

Teacher 5

Discussion 

Teacher 6

Discussion

Teacher 2

Discussion

Teacher 4



Benefits of New Curriculum 

• Enrollment increase:  by 20 percent. 
• Spring 2015 :( old )72 students
• Spring 2016: (new) 93 students
• Spring 2017:  96 students

• Pedagogical benefits……



Online Materials

• Lesson preview and review materials
• Challenge option materials 
• Authentic materials 
• Form-focused materials 
• Cultural background materials in English 



Lesson Review and Preview

• VoiceThread grammar instruction 
• Quizlet vocabulary flashcard
• Animated Chinese characters
• Lesson videos and audios
• Listening, reading, and writing 

exercises
• Lesson PowerPoints



Challenge Option Materials



Student Experience

Preview Material

•
P

review
 M

aterial

Before Class

Prep Material for In-Class Quiz
After Class

What a Monday Looks 
Like…



Student Experience
Padlet Writing Project:


